October’s Editorial
To be recognized as an effective NGO in Integrated Rural Development!
We are in the last quarter of the year and it is time to do a pre-analysis the current year! It was
a year filled with Initiatives, of constant engagement in community development service
programs.
At the same time, however, it was a year with a series of negative responses to our proposals
for Rural Development and Social Promotion Programs.
Why did this happen?
Firstly, we need to reflect a lot on the process of Elaborating a Proposal:
•
•

•

Time of Elaboration of Proposals: We present our Proposals at the last moment and
sometimes at the risk of the expired period. We need to anticipate sending, as soon as
possible! We must anticipate this anticipation in our calendar frame.
Form of preparation of Proposals: The presentation is often repeated, does not cover all
the chapters of a Proposal, there being no clear connection between the Indicators,
Results, Activities, and above all Sustainability of the Action and the adequacy of the
proposed Technicians. The proposals did not convince… and so they were rejected! We
need to find more innovative, more competitive, and convincing ways!
How?
From the Title, it must be original (!), and all the parts of the proposal, well
interconnected. For each proposal we must make an internal exhibition among
ourselves, make a pre-evaluation and see if it really convinces us first, giving each of
us their criticism! We must introduce highlighted phrases and meaningful photos.
In case of rejection, see if we can get an approved proposal and analyze the points that
gave the highest score… This is difficult, but with certain trust, with other entities, we
could get!
Elaboration of a more detailed Budget, which mirrors the reality of the execution
of the program:
o Terms updated and compared, according to the Logistics
o Pay attention to the percentages comparison between the different points that
make up the budget
o We always add a comment column to each expense that is displayed

One aspect I would like to notify is related to a constant mistake on the despatch of a program,
large or small that is. That is:
On part of some Coordinators or even Delegates, the closing of a program corresponds o a
relief of responsibilities!
We often forget to value how much is accomplished during the program, namely:
• The definitive data sheet,
• Illustrative photos,
• The list of activists for continued contact with them,
• The elaboration of a new proposal to continue the program to be sent to the same Donor
or to another could be interested in financing.

Secondly, however, I must point out a situation that goes unnoticed and is veiled by the fear
and mafia that dominates it, and which can be defined as the Cancer of Cooperation, that is,
bribes, clearly practiced and undeclared, by officials who have the possibility to decide on the
approval of a proposal.
This practice does not happen in International Organizations, as in the case of EU, United
Nations Entities, and most of International NGOs, but at the level of Government Entities,
intermediates of International funds … Hai, Hai !!! How much bribe, how many manifested
requests of “tithe”, and who doesn’t subject itself …. Goodbye approval, despite responding in
full to the TOR, despite manifest experience and guarantee of success!
And our cadres flee to other Organisation, unconcerned to root this evil of those who hold the
power of decision!
How to Combat this?
First let us hold firm our position of not lowering ourselves to these demands, remembering he
saying, of being as “simple as doves and watchful as snakes”! At the same time, when possible
and feel like we will be heard, (there is nit deaf worse of those who do not want to listen! And
therefore It is not worth to spend nerves with these people…) clearly manifest our position of
injured and wanting to be active actors of the programs for which we feel empowered!
Fear is the worst enemy in combating the evils we have detected!
Dear Members and Friends of KULIMA, finally, the theme proposed for November,
continuing to deepen this aspect of fight against bribery, will be the concept of
AUTHENTICITY … Try to read and deepen this subject in person as in relation to our
Institution. KULIMA! And we will continue to have achievements!

